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Report for Council Meeting – GA 2021 about ongoing and planned activities since the GA 2019 
Council Meeting in Paris. 

Executive Summary  

Division II deals primarily with three subfields, seen as part of the “Inorganic Chemistry” area, and 
with periodic table issues such as the approval and name-giving process of newly discovered elements. 
The periodic table issues are essential for the objective “Brand IUPAC in the minds of stakeholders”. 

The division initiated contacts with the International Union of Physics, IUPAP, Commission 12 
Nuclear Physics (C12) to facilitate future collaborations on approval and name-giving process of newly 
discovered elements. The two bodies now have a good working relationship. The final version of On 
the discovery of new elements Report of the 2017 Joint Working Group of IUPAC and IUPAP, Project 
2017-014-2-200 was published in 2020.  

The IUPAC Periodic Table Challenge 2.0 (Project 2020-004-1-050 a follow up from the 2019 
International Year of the Periodic Table) went online in June 2020. The division was involved IYPT 
activities throughout 2019 and PP Reedijk and DP Öhrström were members of the management 
committee. DP Öhrström was special issue editor for Chemistry International, Issue 4 2019, “Elements 
of X”, featuring nine essays on the elements in somewhat different setting, from the class room 
(famous chemistry textbook author professor Peter Atkins) to the Lagos Fashion Week. 

A report (Project 2015-039-2-200) on group 3 of the periodic table was published in the January issue 
of Chemistry International 2021 stating “…there is no objective means to adjudicate between group 3 
consisting of Sc, Y, La and Ac or as Sc, Y, Lu and Lr.” The division considers the project closed. 

The “Atom” members in our Division are associated with the Commission on Isotopic Abundances and 
Atomic Weights CIAAW, and its Subcommittee on Isotopic Abundance Measurements. We want to 
highlight Atomic Weights of the Elements 2017 to be published soon in Pure and Applied Chemistry. 
This publication will include the recommended changes to the standard atomic weight of lead from 
207.2 ± 0.1: to [206.14, 207.94], reflecting the occurrence of variations in the atomic weights of lead in 
normal terrestrial materials. Press release: https://iupac.org/standard-atomic-weight-of-lead-revised/. 

The ownership of the ciaaw.org domain has been transferred to IUPAC. 

The division membership 2020-21 was 17 men and 9 women (officers 2 men, 1 woman) and for 2022-
23 it will be 18 men and 10 women (officers 2 men, 1 woman). The upcoming division president Lidia 
Armelao is the second woman to be DP, the first was the recently deceased Mary L. Good (1931-2019). 
Number of countries represented is up from 22 in this biennium to 23 in the coming. The geographic 
diversity is still good with members from western, central and eastern Europe, USA, Canada, Latin 
America, Africa, Middle East, South East Asia, China, Japan and Australia. 

 

https://iupac.org/standard-atomic-weight-of-lead-revised/


Plans and priorities for the remainder of this biennium, and beyond  

We need to stay tuned to the needs of our communities and stakeholders, nationally and internationally. 
An important task for all members is to identify these needs, and not just within their own special 
interests, and help initiate IUPAC projects that will keep us relevant and with a high visibility in all 
areas of inorganic chemistry 

The division will resume the production and distribution of its annual Newsletter to keep the union and 
our stakeholders informed about division activities. Last issue was distributed 2019. 

1. Atom: Isotopic Abundances and Atomic Weights 

The “Atom” members in our Division have continued to be highly active and productive both inside 
and outside of IUPAC. These members are closely associated with the Commission on Isotopic 
Abundances and Atomic Weights CIAAW, and the Subcommittee on Isotopic Abundance 
Measurements, and most of them are involved in IUPAC projects. CIAAW has a primary role to 
publish evaluated isotopic compositions of the elements and their atomic weights and to provide 
technical opinion on related matters.  

The CIAAW conducts active dialogue between external organizations and also with the IUPAC. The 
former is best reflected in the recent Memorandum of Understanding between the IUPAC and the 
BIPM (International Bureau of Weights and Measures) which explicitly recognizes the work of the 
CIAAW. In this capacity, members of the CIAAW work closely with the CCQM Isotope Ratio 
working group in the area of isotope ratio measurement capability and maintenance of isotope delta 
scales for light elements. Members of the CIAAW are also actively engaged with the Joint Committee 
on Guides in Metrology where IUPAC is one of the eight member organizations. In addition, the 
CIAAW formally collaborates with IUPAC Committee on Publications and Cheminformatics Data 
Standards towards making our work more accessible and transparent in the digital space.  

2. Elements and Periodic Table issues  

A key strategy is to maintain close connections with the International Union of Physics, IUPAP, and its 
Commission 12 Nuclear Physics (C12). Interdivisional collaborations with for example the Committee 
on Chemical Education is important for all issues related to the periodic table.  

3. Molecular Inorganic Chemistry: A significant fraction of Division members belongs to the 
“molecules” area, including coordination chemistry, organometallic chemistry, bioinorganic chemistry, 
transition metal catalysis and main group chemistry. Nomenclature of inorganic chemistry is primarily 
covered in Division VIII, although terminology of new classes of compounds is of particular interest to 
our Division.  

4. Solid State Inorganic and Materials Chemistry. The members of this group are associated with the 
activity of Subcommittee on Materials Chemistry, and with contribution from Solid State High-
temperature Materials Chemistry. The Subcommittee on Materials Chemistry is exploring together with 
Division I ways of expanding the significance of Materials Chemistry with IUPAC and increasing the 
interaction between IUPAC and the Materials Chemistry user communities. 



An overall report of Division/Committee activities and achievements  

Our activities are displayed in relation to the unions Goals and Objectives 

1. GOALS 

1.1 Provide scientific expertise to address critical world needs.  

- Variation of lead isotopic composition and atomic weight in terrestrial materials (IUPAC Technical 
Report) by Xiang-Kun Zhu et al [Oct 2020]. Pure Appl Chem 93, 155-166 (2021) 

- Interpretation and use of standard atomic weights (IUPAC Technical Report) by Adriaan van der 
Veen et al [ASAP, March 2021]. 

- Project 2019-001-2-100, Preparation of the 5th Edition of the IUPAC Green Book, chaired by J. Frey 
(IUPAC Div I). Recently the CIAAW has endorsed a symbol for the standard atomic weight, Aro(E), 
so it can be distinguished from the more general atomic weight, Ar(E). This symbol is in agreement 
with the guidance of the Green Book and will appear in the TSAW-2019. 

- Project 2018-030-2-200, Toward a comprehensive definition of valence, Chair Pavel Karen  

- Project 2015-053-1-200, Survey of Definitions and Use of Common Solid-State Chemistry 
Terminology 

- Project No.: 2019-016-3-800  Nomenclature and Associated Terminology for Inorganic Nanoscale 
Particles 

- Gold Book Update of Terms for Inorganic Chemistry Project No.: 2020-022-1-200 

- Project 2019-001-2-100, Preparation of the 5th Edition of the IUPAC Green Book. CIAAW has 
endorsed a symbol for the standard atomic weight, Aro(E), so it can be distinguished from the more 
general atomic weight, Ar(E).  

- The Division is involved in the Interdivisional Subcommittee of the Critical Evaluation of Chemical 
Data 

- After discussions between the task group and the division the final version of On the discovery of new 
elements (IUPAC/IUPAP Report) Report of the 2017 Joint Working Group of IUPAC and IUPAP, 
Project No.: 2017-014-2-200 was published online in PAC, August 4, 2020. 

- Project 2018-030-2-200 Toward a comprehensive definition of valence, Chair Pavel Karen. 

- Project 2015-053-1-200, Survey of Definitions and Use of Common Solid-State Chemistry 
Terminology delivered an interim report in July 2020. 

- Project 2019-016-3-800  Nomenclature and Associated Terminology for Inorganic Nanoscale 
Particles 



- Project 2014-001-2-200, Terminology guidelines and database issues for topology representations in 
coordination networks, metal-organic frameworks and other crystalline materials 

- Project 2011-035-1-800, Terminology and Nomenclature of Inorganic and Coordination Polymer 

1.2 Increase the value of our products and services. 

- In 2020 the legal ownership of the ciaaw.org domain was transferred to IUPAC (from CIAAW 
emeritus Dr Ty Coplen). Among others, this allowed ciaaw.org to operate under the secure hypertext 
transfer protocol (https). In addition, operating in the new environment provides CIAAW the ability to 
host computational facilities from its own server at added cost. The beta release of the IUPAC 
Molecular Weight Calculator is now accessible from https://apps.ciaaw.org and will soon be advertised 
publicly. 

- Project 2019-020-2-024, Machine-Accessible Periodic Table, co-chaired by L. McEwen (IUPAC 
Committee on Publications and Cheminformatics Data Standards) and J. Meija (CIAAW). The current 
standard atomic weights, nuclide masses, and isotopic abundances are openly available in a tabular and 
searchable format on the website of the CIAAW. This joint project between the CIAAW and the 
CPCDS is to revise the data management practices for ciaaw.org and to also make its data machine 
readable and richly annotated to enable accurate dissemination in chemical computer systems and to 
further adhere to the FAIR Data Principles.  

1.3 Improve the vitality, effectiveness and efficiency of our Union.  

- The division will resume the production and distribution of its annual Newsletter to keep the union 
and our stakeholders informed about division activities. Last issue was distributed 2019 

2. OBJECTIVES  

2.1 Brand IUPAC in the minds of stakeholders 

- The IUPAC Periodic Table Challenge 2.0 (Project No.: 2020-004-1-050) 

- A provisional Report (Project No.: 2015-039-2-200) on Discussions on Group 3 of The Periodic 
Table was published by Eric Scerri in the January 22 issue of Chemistry International 2021 (p31-34). It 
is noted in the very beginning that “…we have concluded that there is no objective means to adjudicate 
between group 3 consisting of Sc, Y, La and Ac or as Sc, Y, Lu and Lr.” Therefore the division do not 
expect a formal final report in PAC and considers the project closed. 

- The division is running a Gold Book Update of Terms for Inorganic Chemistry Project No.: 2020-
022-1-200 

- The DP and the division have initiated contacts with the IUPAP Commission 12 Nuclear Physics 
(C12). The C12 Chair Claes Fahlander gave a short presentation via internet at the Division II meeting 
in Paris, and the DP gave a similar presentation of Division II and the IUPAC Periodic Table activities 
at the C12 meeting in Glasgow at the end of July. The C12 Chair and the DP meet again at the end 
February 2020. The DP has also established and met with the incoming C12 chair Ani Aprahamian. 



2.2 Improve quality and frequency of communication with stakeholders 

-The aforementioned Newsletter and our new relation with C12 of IUPAP. https://iupac.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/01/Div_II_newsletter2018_0104.pdf  

2.3 Increase revenue 
- We have no explicit actions for increased revenue to report, however, the successful co-location of 
off-year meetings have significantly reduced expenditure and also increased the attendance of these. 

2.4 Expand and retain Member and volunteer base with an emphasis on diversity and inclusion. 

- The two recent nominating committees have worked hard on this. The division membership 2020-21 
was 35%  women and for 2022-23 it will be 36%. The upcoming division president Lidia Armelao is 
the second woman to be DP, the first was the recently deceased Mary L. Good (1931-2019, DP 1981-
1985, the first woman to be IUPAC DP). Number of countries represented is up from 22 in this 
biennium to 23 in the coming. The geographic diversity is good with members from western (8), 
central and eastern (1) Europe, USA (2), Canada (1), Latin America (1), Africa (2), Middle East (3), 
South East Asia (3), China (2), Japan (2) and Australia (1). 

- The DP is still working on capitalizing from the 2018 division off-year meeting in Gaborone, 
Botswana, one of only two such meetings held outside high-income countries in 2018. A report was 
published in 2019 (L. Öhrström & I. Masesane, Bringing IUPAC to Southern Africa, Chemistry 
International 2019, 41 (2), 38-40). 

2.5 Enhance interdivisional interaction and collaboration 

- We work since long with Div VIII (i.e. Nomenclature for metallacycles containing transition metals) 
and CCE (i.e. Periodic table of isotopes, Periodic table challenge) with many successful projects. Many 
projects touches upon multiple divisions as the Inorganic and coordination polymers (2011-035-1-800) 
with Div IV and Div VIII. Recwebntly the division has also provided expertise to the Div VI Project 
2014-031-3-600, The environmental and health challenges of e-waste and its management: an 
emerging 21st century global concern. 

2.6 Emphasize multidisciplinary projects addressing critical global issues 

- The above mentioned e-waste project. 

2.7 Support chemistry education, particularly in developing countries  

- The IUPAC Periodic Table Challenge 2.0 (Project No.: 2020-004-1-050) 

  

https://iupac.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Div_II_newsletter2018_0104.pdf
https://iupac.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Div_II_newsletter2018_0104.pdf


IV. Tabular material. This should include a list of publications since 2019 relevant to the IUPAC 
Division/Committee.  
 
- Zhu, X., Benefield, J., Coplen, T. B., Gao, Z., & Holden, N. E. (2020). Variation of lead isotopic 
composition and atomic weight in terrestrial materials (IUPAC Technical Report), Pure and Applied 
Chemistry (AOP 1 Oct 2020); https://doi.org/10.1515/pac-2018-0916 
- Adriaan van der Veen et al, “Interpretation and use of standard atomic weights (IUPAC Technical 
Report)” Pure and Applied Chemistry, (AOP 26 Apr 2021); https://doi.org/10.1515/pac-2017-1002 
Pure Appl Chem  
- Hofmann et al. “On the discovery of new elements” Pure and Applied Chemistry, 2020, 92(9), 1387-
1446 https://doi.org/10.1515/pac-2020-2926 
- ‘Purchase, D., Abbasi, G., et al. Global occurrence, chemical properties, and ecological impacts of e-
wastes (IUPAC Technical Report)’, by Pure Appl. Chem. (2020);  https://doi.org/10.1515/pac-2019-
0502 
- Öhrström and Masesane, "Bringing IUPAC to Southern Africa" Chemistry International, 2019, 41(2), 
pp. 38-40. https://doi.org/10.1515/ci-2019-0215 
-Öhrström ed. special issue “Elements of X” Chemistry International, 2019 41(4), 
https://www.degruyter.com/journal/key/CI/41/4/html  
- Scerri “Provisional Report on Discussions on Group 3 of The Periodic Table” Chemistry 
International, 2021, 43(1), pp. 31-34. (https://doi.org/10.1515/ci-2021-0115; PDF) 

 

Among endorsed conferences we can mention 7th Asian Conference on Coordination Chemistry, 15-
18th October 2019 at Putra World Trade Centre (PWTC), Kuala Lumpur, https://iupac.org/event/7th-
asian-coordination-chemistry-conference-accc7/ 

 

Running projects 

2020-022-1-200 Gold Book Update of Terms for Inorganic Chemistry 

2020-016-3-020 The Gender Gap in Chemistry – Building on the ISC Gender Gap Project 

2020-013-1-200 

Assessment of absolute isotope ratios for the international isotope delta 
measurement standards 

2020-004-1-050 IUPAC Periodic Table Challenge 2.0 

2019-020-2-024 Machine-Accessible Periodic Table 

2019-024-1-200 

Statistical Models and Data Reductions to Estimate Standard Atomic Weights 
and Isotopic Ratios for the Elements, and to Evaluate the Associated 
Uncertainties 

2019-016-3-800 Nomenclature and Associated Terminology for Inorganic Nanoscale Particles 
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2018-030-2-200 Toward a comprehensive definition of valence 

2017-023-2-200 

Collection, compilation and evaluation of elemental and isotopic data of 
calcium carbonate and hydroxyapatite materials 

2017-039-2-800 Graphical Representation of Polymer Structures 

2017-036-2-800 Graphical Representation Standards for Chemical Reaction Diagrams 

2017-030-2-041 Metrics for Green Syntheses 

2017-017-2-200 Evaluated Published Isotope Ratio Data (2013-2018) 

2015-053-1-200 

Survey of Definitions and Use of Common Solid-State Chemistry 
Terminology 

2015-039-2-200 The constitution of group 3 of the periodic table 

2015-030-2-200 

Assessment of fundamental understanding of isotopic abundances and atomic 
weights of the chemical elements (2016-2017) 

2015-037-2-200 IUPAC Molecular Weight Calculator 

2014-016-2-200 

Compilation of the variation of the isotopic composition of the elements via 
crowdsourcing 

2014-002-1-200 Assessment of Stable Isotopic Reference Materials 

2014-001-2-200 

Terminology guidelines and database issues for topology representations in 
coordination networks, metal-organic frameworks and other crystalline 
materials 

2013-037-1-200 Creating Educational Website for Materials Chemistry 

2012-036-2-200 Recommendations for Isotope Data in the Geosciences-II 

2011-035-1-800 Terminology and Nomenclature of Inorganic and Coordination Polymer 

2009-046-2-200 

Terminology and definition of quantities related to the isotope distribution in 
elements with more than two stable isotopes 
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	51st Council Meeting_Opening Day_5August2021
	2. 50th Council_Draft Minutes_2July2021_For Approval
	1. Introductory Remarks and Finalization of Agenda
	2. Approval of Minutes of 49th Council Meeting and Matters Arising
	3. Ratification of Decisions Taken by Bureau and Executive Committee since 49th General Assembly.
	All decisions taken by the Bureau and Executive Committee through calendar year 2018, since those approved by the Council at the meeting in São Paulo, Brazil in July 2017 (Agenda item 3, 49th Council Meeting), were contained in the following Minutes, ...
	3.1  Finance Committee Options Work Group Report
	4. Adoption of Recommendations on Nomenclature and Symbols
	5. Announcement of Nominations for Union Officers and Bureau Members
	Prof. Hartshorn referred to the contents of Statute 5.7.1 and stated that the Council must elect Officers of the Union and Elected Members of the Bureau.
	According to Bylaw 2.2.2.1, nominations are due at least two months prior to the beginning of the Council at which the elections will take place.
	5.1 Candidates for Vice President
	Prof. Javier Garcia Martinez (Spain)
	Prof. Dr. Supawan Tantayanon (Thailand)
	5.2 Candidates for Secretary General
	Prof. Richard Hartshorn (New Zealand) Second Term (2020-2023)
	5.3 Candidate for Treasurer
	Mr. Colin Humphris (UK) Second Term (2020-2023). If re-elected, the current Treasurer has already announced his intention to stand down at the end of 2021 after two more years. In this case, the terms of the future Secretary General and Treasurer woul...
	5.4 Candidates for Members of Bureau 2020-2023
	Prof. Zhigang Shuai (China/Beijing)
	Dr. Ghada Bassioni (Egypt)
	Dr. Rabeay Hassan (Egypt)
	Prof. Mir Wais Hosseini (France)
	Dr. Bipul Behari Saha (India)
	Prof. Ehud Keinan (Israel)
	Prof. Pietro Tundo (Italy)
	Prof. Kew-Ho Lee (Korea)
	Prof. Gloria Obuzor (Nigeria)
	Dr. Carlos Tollinche (Puerto Rico)
	Dr. Petr Fedotov (Russia)
	Prof. Mei-Hung Chiu (China/Taipei)
	6. Announcement of Time of Elections
	Prof. Hartshorn announced that the elections for Vice President, Secretary General, Treasurer and Elected Members of the Bureau would be held at 09:00 hours on 11 July 2019. He then asked for a vote to appoint Election Tellers.
	Council unanimously approved the appointments of Michelle Rogers (USA), Jan Reedijk (Netherlands) and Fabienne Meyers (IUPAC Secretariat) as Election Tellers.
	7. Statutory Report of the President on State of the Union
	Prof. Zhou reported on the challenges, improvements, and accomplishments of the Union in the current biennium.
	To further implement the Strategic Plan, IUPAC introduced programs in different categories for members, approved a new National Subscription model and improved project management and Division/Committee operations. Further, the organization took initia...
	- Although NAO’s under financial pressure chose to leave the Union, Company Associate and Affiliate Member programs have strengthened IUPAC representation in some of the other countries.
	- Concerns about factors impacting future finances for IUPAC included member subscriptions, and revenue of publications and investments were discussed. Analysis of the Finance Committee working group report proved to be proactive in responding to pote...
	- This biennium was particularly challenging for the Secretariat due to the IUPAC 100-year anniversary and the IYPT celebration. Dr. Zhou emphasized the hard work and gratitude to all Secretariat staff and Dr. Lynn Soby, Executive Director.
	- The management of IUPAC training and education programs have helped local communities and less-developed countries to utilize and familiarize IUPAC with wide-reaching opportunities, including awards for young and new individuals in the chemistry fie...
	- Dr. Zhou emphasized collaborative efforts with outside organizations in the areas of disseminating publications in different languages and multiple trade booths. Highlights included opportunities to recruit task group members, cheminformatics standa...
	8. Vice President’s Critical Assessment
	Prof. Brett submitted his critical assessment to Bureau in April, and it was included in the Agenda book for review. The highlights of the report included an examination of IUPAC’s activities in the context of strategic plan and mission. The future de...
	9. Report of the Secretary General
	Prof. Hartshorn referred Council members to the formal report on the operation of the Secretariat, included in the Agenda book. He emphasized the following points:
	- Secretariat Staffing and Workload (included a standing ovation by Council)
	- Conference endorsements and gender balance
	- Visits to Divisions and Committees
	- Strategic Relationships
	- Procedural issues
	Council asked that the Secretary General consider the possibilities of development of policies on Ethics.
	10. Applications for National Adhering Organization (NAO) and Associate National Adhering Organization (ANAO) Status and Ratification
	Prof. Hartshorn announced three applications for National Adhering Organizations. All applications
	and supporting documentation were included in the Agenda book for review.
	10.1 Singapore National Institute of Chemistry, (SNIC) NAO Status. After review of the materials and recommendations, the application was presented to the Council for a vote.
	Council unanimously approved the Singapore National Institute of Chemistry (SSNIC) as a National Adhering Organization effective January 2020, by delegation. The NAO delegations additionally approved the ability for Singapore to vote during the remain...
	10.2 Costa Rica (LANOTEC-CeNAT) applied for readmission as NAO. After review of the materials and recommendations, the applications for readmission were presented to the Council for a vote.
	Council unanimously approved Costa Rica (LANOTEC-CeNAT) readmission as a National Adhering Organization effective 1 January 2020, by delegation.
	10.3  Jordan (Jordanian Chemical Society) applied for readmission as NAO with all required materials submitted for consideration and presented to Council for a vote.
	Council unanimously approved the Jordanian Chemical Society as a National Adhering Organization effective 1 January 2020, by delegation.
	11. Reports of Division Presidents
	Written reports were received by members of Council and 10 minutes were allowed for questions and discussion for each Division.  Prof. Hartshorn invited each Division President to report on the activities and status of their respective Divisions and t...
	12. Approval of Divisional Rules
	Prof. Hartshorn presented information on Statute 10.3 which provides that Divisions may adopt rules for their operations in addition to those specified elsewhere in the Statutes and Bylaws. Those rules must be approved by Council.  The rules were incl...
	Council unanimously approved the proposed sets of Division Rules.
	13. Approval of Elected Officers of Division Committees
	Prof. Hartshorn referred Council members to the Agenda book for election results and requested a vote on the slate of Officers of Divisions and Committees.
	Closing remarks for Day 1 of Council were given by Prof. Zhou, who thanked the Division Presidents and Officers for their reports and the tellers who assisted with the voting process. Dinner, a toast and all outstanding presentations were included in ...
	Day Two of Council Meeting 11th July 2019
	14. Election of Officers of the Union and Elected Members of Bureau
	Prof. Hartshorn introduced a brief explanation of the election process, which was also included in the Agenda book.
	Council elected Prof. Javier Garcia-Martinez as Vice-President for the term 2020-2021, by written and secret Ballot.
	Council elected Prof. Richard Hartshorn as Secretary General for the term 2020-2023, by written and secret Ballot.
	Council elected Mr. Colin Humphris as Treasurer for the term 2020-2023, by written and secret Ballot.
	Council elected the following members of Bureau for the term 2020-2023, by written and secret Ballot.
	Dr. Ghada Bassoni (Egypt)
	Prof. Mei-Hung Chiu (China/Taipei)
	Prof. Petr Fedotov (Russia)
	Prof. Ehud Keinan (Israel)
	Prof. Gloria Obuzor (Nigeria)
	Dr. Bipul Behari Saha (India)
	Council ratified the elections of the new Vice President, Secretary General, Treasurer
	and Elected Members of the Bureau at the 50th General Assembly in Paris, France.
	Prof. Hartshorn stated that three members of the Executive Committee will be elected by Bureau from the elected members of the Bureau following Council Meeting.
	15. Bids for and voting on Site and Dates of 53rd General Assembly and 50th Congress
	Prof. Hartshorn announced the three bids for the GA and WCC in 2025, with details for review in the Agenda book. Prof. Hartshorn noted the vote would follow the pattern of the elections used for Officers of the Union (Bylaw 2.2.2.2). If no bid receive...
	Council (by written and secret ballot) voted that the Institute Kimia Malaysia, IKM will host the 50th World Chemistry Congress and 53rd General Assembly 11-18 July 2025, in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
	16. Reports of Standing Committee Chairs
	Prof. Hartshorn referred Council members to the written reports for review found in the Agenda book. Brief oral reports were given as below by the Committee Chairs.
	Council received all reports from the Standing Committees, Bureau Committees, and Interdivisional Committees.
	17. Presentation of IUPAC Distinguished Service Awards
	Prof. Hartshorn and Prof. Zhou presented IUPAC Service Awards to individuals as noted in the Agenda book.
	Council Lunch
	18. Financial Reports
	Mr. Humphris announced that the Finance Committee met in February 2018 and 2019, as well as quarterly via web interface to review the performance of the Investment Portfolio and the advisors who manage it.  Both sets of approved minutes from these mee...
	18.1 Biennial Report of the Treasurer
	The Council members were informed of the Union’s poor financial health.
	Over the biennium 2017/18, IUPAC recorded a loss of ($215,552). Although this was in large part due to an un-realized loss in value of investments following stock market falls at the end of 2018, the two years include pointers to an unsustainable futu...
	The first draft for the 2020/21 budget on a business-as-usual basis and, taking into account all recent known changes, leads to a biennium loss of ~$500k. Losses on this scale are unsustainable and the Union could become inoperable over the next 4 – 6...
	18.2 Report of the Finance Committee
	The Finance Committee met face to face in February of 2018 and 2019 to review the performance of both the Investment Portfolio and IUPAC financial advisors. All minutes were approved and are included in the Council Agenda book for review and information.
	Recommendations included (in brief):
	- Short term, the creative use of the financial portfolio, reduced travel and subsistence costs and a review of the Secretariat competencies and location is advisable.
	- To make improvements in the Budget Cycle, discretionary governance meetings should be virtual, budgets should be rebalanced to focus more on projects, and emphasis on the Centenary Endowment should be priorities.
	- For the longer term, rethinking governance structure, seeking opportunities to simplify and refocus science of the organization, and reassessing Secretariat tasks would be options.
	- Supported the Executive Committee decision to terminate CHEMRAWN and bring this to Bureau and Council for approval.
	- Fully endorsed the recommendations of the Financial Review Working Group
	- In consideration of the 2020/2021 Budget, there were 3 core recommendations made to Bureau for Council with an emphasis on moving quickly to a balanced budget:
	- For a budget which included a desire to prioritize project expenditure whilst reflecting the trend to continue the increase in numbers of cross-Division projects (via the Project Committee), Cheminformatics and Sustainable Development.  The recommen...
	- That IUPAC undertakes a complete review of its structure and processes so that we can ensure that we undertake our core science work as effectively as possible whilst enabling those who have interest in our work to engage in and support it – Interna...
	- Establish a “Centenary Endowment Fund” to help raise income. This will require hard work across the Union and is not a “magic bullet”.
	18.3  Accounts for 2017/2018
	18.3.1. Profit and Loss Statements
	The P&L Statement was included in the Agenda book for thorough review and briefly summarized, noting that a combined loss over two years was principally due to the investment portfolio performance. Other income variations included a decrease in Nation...
	Expenses fell below planned costs at the Secretariat, primarily due to salary deviations. Total travel and meeting costs were within planned expenses, as well. The detailed IUPAC Income Statement was included in the Agenda book for further reference.
	18.3.2.  Balance Sheet as of 31 December 2018
	The full balance sheet was included in the Agenda book for Council review. Generally, it showed a healthier position at the end of 2018. By the end of May 2019, the loan previously taken was paid down. Although Accounts Receivable were down by the end...
	18.3.3. Cash Flow report for 2017/2018
	The Cash flow summaries were similar to other years in that they were reliant on National Adhering Subscription payments, those in arrears, and receipt of other payments in a timely fashion.
	18.3.4. National Adhering Organizations in Arrears
	At the time of the Council meeting, there were three NAO’s whose membership status was in arrears and in danger of defaulting on the subscription for 2018: Mozambique, Puerto Rico (who had a shortage of funds) and Cuba.
	18.4 Other Income
	18.4.1. Investment Portfolio
	The Investment Portfolio was reviewed by the Finance Committee and IUPAC advisors on a quarterly basis. The Asset Allocation, Benchmark Performance and Portfolio Snapshot were presented to the Council members and additional details were available in t...
	18.4.2. Publishing
	IUPAC’s net share of publishing income from PAC and CI from the agreement with De Gruyter in 2018 was shown and the general net cost steered toward continuation of digital-based content in all areas.
	18.4.3. Company Associates
	The changes to the status of Company Associates and the subscription structure was implemented for 2018 and included the increase over time for Heritage members and a higher rate for new subscribers. IUPAC leadership was encouraged to assist in focusi...
	18.4.4. Affiliate Member Program
	Council approved changes to the Affiliate Member Program at the previous Council meeting, which included a price increase for base membership, and removed the American Chemical Society as the management of the program. IUPAC will manage the individual...
	18.4.5. Establishment of the Centenary Endowment Fund and Mechanism
	At the past Council meeting, Council approved the EC proposal to create an Endowment Fund. Core principles of this fund included an establishment of the endowment and its guiding documents, the administration of the Board of Directors and the offer of...
	Council approved the future appointment of the Centenary Endowment Fund Board of    Directors including the external Directors by the Executive Committee. Council also gave approval to the Executive Committee to progress in the formation of the fund ...
	18.5  Appointment of Auditors for 2019
	Following approval of a change in auditors, the Finance Committee made a recommendation to Appoint McMillan, Pat and Company, LLP for future audits, which was accepted by the EC and Bureau for proposal to Council.
	(By show of hands) McMillan, Pate and Company, LLP were appointed as auditors for IUPAC for financial year 2019 onwards.
	19. Organizational Changes in Existing IUPAC Bodies, Proposals for New and Reconstituted Bodies/Terms of Reference
	19.1  Executive Committee Recommendation to Dissolve CHEMRAWN
	Following extensive review of CHEMRAWN, included in the Agenda book, (item 16.9) the EC resolved unanimously to recommend to Council that CHEMRAWN be dissolved, with its responsibilities to be distributed to other appropriate IUPAC bodies. This recomm...
	Following the comment period, Prof. Hartshorn introduced the motion to Council and would vote by show of hands by Delegations; The votes were recorded as follows: (Against 74/Favor 45/Abstain 29). The motion was not approved by Council.
	Council did not approve the EC recommendation to Dissolve/Disestablish CHEMRAWN.
	19.2  Bureau Membership
	As outlined in the Report of the Secretary General, discussion took place regarding membership of the Bureau. The Secretary General made the recommendation for chairs of the science-based standing committees to be full voting members of the Bureau.
	The Chairs of CPCDS, ICTNS, CCE, COCI and ICGCSD were approved by Council to be full voting members of the Bureau.
	19.3  Proposal for Organizational Review
	The Council approved the Executive Committee recommendation to establish a working group to undertake a complete review of the organizational structure of IUPAC.
	20. National Subscriptions for 2020-2021 and Proposed Budget
	Mr. Humphris reviewed the results of the special Council information/discussion sessions regarding the NSTF proposal of a modified subscription model.
	He stated that the model adopted by Council will be implemented for the next two Biennia to 2023 when data will be updated, and further changes may be made.  The status update letter to the NAO’s was referred to in the Agenda book.
	20.1  Proposed Budget for 2020-2021
	The Council was presented with a proposed budget and rationale in the Council Agenda book for information only. The Finance Committee recommended that it be adopted, and the EC additionally agreed, after further discussions.
	Council approved the recommended 2020 – 2021 Budget.
	Council Break
	21. Associated Organizations of IUPAC
	21.1  No New Associated Organizations joined 2017-2019
	21.2  Termination of Associated Organizations
	AO’s of IUPAC pay annually USD 50.00 and SEANAC, EFCE and EFC were 24 months in arrears at the time of the Council meeting.
	Council approved removal of SEANAC and EFCE as IUPAC Associated Organizations.
	22. Associate National Adhering Organizations (ANAO)
	Ghana Institute for Pure and Applied Chemistry was approved for ANAO status from 2014-2017 and had then to decide to become a full NAO. However, they had not paid invoices for 2016 or 2017 and were identified for removal from the ANAO program.
	Council approved removal of Ghana Institute for Pure and Applied Chemistry as an ANAO of IUPAC.
	23. Proposals Formally Received from National Adhering Organization
	There were none received from NAO’s.
	24. Proposals for Changes to the Statutes and Bylaws of the Union
	There were none received from NAO’s.
	25. Reauthorization of Commissions
	Bylaw 3.302 requires that Council reapproves all existing Commissions at each General Assembly.
	Council reauthorized the Commission on Physiochemical Symbols, Terminology and Units, the Commission on Isotopic Abundances and Atomic Weights, and the IUBMB-IUPAC Joint Commission on Biochemical Nomenclature (JCBN).
	26. IUPAC 100 Centenary Report
	Prof. Garson reported on progress, activities, and status of the IUPAC 100 Centenary. The celebration occurred on 8 July 2019.
	27. IYPT 2019 Report from the Management Committee (MC)
	Prof. Reedijk and Prof. Tarasova reported on the MC and referred to the detailed report prepared for Council on outcomes from major events and how they will be housed in IUPAC archives and museums.
	28. WCLM 2019 Report
	Prof. Ober reviewed the 2019 WCLM which took place earlier in the Congress meeting.
	29. Plans for 51st General Assembly and 48th Congress in 2021 (Montreal, Canada)
	Prof. Burford provided an update to the Council on plans for IUPAC 2021.
	30.  Plans for the 52nd General Assembly and 49th Congress in 2023 (The Netherlands)
	Mr. Toering provided an update to the Council members on the status of plans for the 2023 events and meetings.
	31. Important Matters Referred to Council by Bureau at 50th General Assembly, Not Covered by Items on Council Agenda
	Prof. Hartshorn noted that all items from the Bureau had been addressed through the Agenda.
	32. Prof. Zhou’s concluding speech included his thanks to everyone involved in the Council Meeting and General Assembly and for a very successful meeting. He talked about respectful discussions and importance of diversity of opinions and remarks to he...
	From the US National Committee, Prof. Zhou read the prepared resolution on behalf of Council.
	Be it resolved that the Council of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry express appreciation of the Council and the Union and the organizers of 47th World CC and 50th GA for their outstanding organization, technical sessions and...
	Flowers were presented to Prof. Tarasova and Dr. Lynn Soby. He then adjourned the Council meeting.
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